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Concrete Repair and
Protective Coatings

PROJECT TASK

PROJECT SOLUTION

PRODUCTS

Overhead and vertical partial depth
repairs on interior decks and exterior
façade of a mid-century modern
parking garage.

Apply corrosion protection, form-and-pour
and hand-applied repair mortars, and
a decorative/protective concrete stain.

ECB
Conpro Set
Forment
Primex
M3P Stain

Summer 2015

Top three and bottom left and center photographs were taken “during” and the bottom right photograph was taken “after” the work was completed.

PROJECT HISTORY
Still in use after over 50 years, Walnut 32
is one of two dozen parking garages on
the University of Pennsylvania campus and
is considered a historically significant
structure. The Stonehenge-like freestanding
brick panels climb with the parking deck
and anchor both sides of the poured
in place concrete framework spanning
the entire length of the structure.
Designed by noted Philadelphia architects
Mitchell/Giurgola Associates in 1961,
it won a gold medal from the AIA
Philadelphia chapter a year after
construction in 1964.

The main reason for concrete failure in
many structures, and common in 50 year
old buildings exposed to the elements,
is corrosion of reinforcing steel. Further
corrosion of the rebar was prevented
by treating it with Conproco ECB,
a zinc-rich acrylic coating.
Once the concrete surfaces were prepared,
Conpro Set, a polymer modified repair
mortar, was trowel-applied to vertical
repairs. Deeper overhead repairs to the
parking decks were creatively resolved
by using forms and funnels to pour
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Conproco’s Forment through the upper
deck to the repair areas below.
The façade was pre-treated with Primex,
a clear penetrating mineral silicate primer,
to provide uniform substrate absorption.
The final step in the overall renovation was
applying M3P Stain, a semi-transparent,
potassium silicate, water repellent stain,
to provide uniform color and long term
protection.
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